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Thank you for signing up for the BNL_dna Project and submitting your sample.  Once your results are made available and sent to you, they are also sent to the Group Administrator, me.  

I realize some people may have a concern of the publication of the results.  To that end,
I am asking specifically for your permission to publish your results. The publication can take place via two methods: 
  1) on the BNL_dna Project Website at www.ftdna.com/public/BNL_dna    
  2) in the Bunnell/Bonnell Newsletter (referenced at  www.bunnellfamily.com ).

There are two options:
A)  Publication of the data using a pseudo-random ID number in place of your NAME, (NO NAME)
B)  Publication of the data using your NAME.

Eventually, there will have to be a tie between the DNA-Data and a Family-Tree chart, 
and option B (Publication of the data using your NAME) will have to be selected before this tie can take place.

Note that this permission is not the same permission (Release Form) you may have granted Family Tree DNA when you requested your test, nor is it tied to any other permission you may have granted other DNA projects (such as National Geographic or  www.Ysearch.org ). 


If you do not mind your NAME being used with your data, please respond with either an e-mail or postal letter stating that you DO GRANT permission for option B for either method 1 or 2, or BOTH.  The options can be different for each method.

** Until your notification is received, 
your data will be handled as option A for both methods  **

Summary:
 
Please Respond with:   
	Your FULL NAME,   [this may/may-not be published, is used for tracking]
	Your FT-DNA User ID# (not your password), [this will NOT be published, only used for tracking]
	Either:		1A = NO NAME on WEBSITE		1B = May USE Name on WEBSITE
	Either:		2A = NO NAME in NEWSLETTER	2B = May USE Name in NEWSLETTER
	Your E-mail or Postal ADDRESS (or both) [this will NOT be published, only used for tracking]

See http://www.kbsb.com/bnl/BNL_dna-spreadsheet.xls " http://www.kbsb.com/bnl/BNL_dna-spreadsheet.xls   for the latest example
    [This is linked-to from the BNL_dna website at www.ftdna.com/public/BNL_dna  ]

If you have any questions, comments, suggestions, or concerns, please contact me.

Steven L. Bonnell
BNL_dna Project Group Administrator
BNL_dna@kbsb.com  

1523 Good Shepherd Rd
Montoursville, PA 17754
United States



